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COLLECTION OF POEMS

BEFORE LOCKDOWN

POEM 1

A new time
One of hope for a new beginning
All most out of lock down
There is hope health as a vision of tomorrow
I hope the whole world will be cure
Break through in the history of woman and man
Break through in linked world
Mankind should live forever you can see it in the stars
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POEM 2
May be I am a dreamer
I know a little of life
Sadness fills your eyes
Come now make us smile
In hope for tomorrow
We make the pass
Sitting at the table
By the grace for one and all
Health well being
Peace on earth

Sam Green 10/2020
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POEM 3
Am I growing old, losing my mind?
Or has the seasons changed so quicky as not to know
Once the winter was, once the summertime was
Now its different seasons of the day
All lost in the motions of time
Early in the dawn of time before the birds sing out
Children dream their songs of love and climb mountains blue
Yes, we were all young once said the ocean to the clouds
Once young said the moon tide to drift
I catch my tomorrow from dreams of yester times
In sunshine cotton balls dance
From the here and now
But I am lonely
Once more turning my back
Tomorrow not today so why should I forget
Apple blossoms grow in my garden
My garden left in twine

Sam Green 2/2021
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POEM 4
Amazon rain

The rain will take it away
The sun will come out another day
All I have left to show
Is the heart and way that I feel **Chorus**

I could love you
I could love you
Forever
Through the rain drop I dry

Still its time to say hello
To the things that we know
The garden of time is such
Yes we stand in the time that is now **Chorus**

I know the day will come to an end
But there is so many more in your eyes
I see and know you my dear
The sunshine from your smile and eyes **Chorus**

My hope is that I found you
Share the journey I take
Until the stars fall in to place
And another kiss falls from love **Chorus**
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The amazon river flows
The rain washes
The song stays in time
One more kiss **Chorus**
Sam Green 03052021
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POEM 5
Arrange the night

I got nothing left to do
I can dance until its dark
And my bones tier out
To the beat of the strings in time **Chorus**

Arrange the night that we can walk together
I see you in my dreams
Then we can only hug and kiss
For million of two years

Nothing going to grow
But my love for you
I skip a beat for your love
And the way we laugh together **Chorus**

If we can do this
To tell our friends we will catch up later
The night is ours to have and hold
And a little love to make it through **Chorus**

Dancing you step into my heart
Walking I feel I know you
For a few million years at lest
There is love as we were made to be together **Chorus**
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POEM 6
Fire high
Fire high burning through
The corn fields are in fire
Who is going to the harvest
Who is going out to the fields
Fire high, fire high
Deep in my soul
Fire high, fire high
Deep in my soul
And what is after the fire
Do we have to start again
And what is after the fire
Do we rub the ashes on our chests **Chorus**
Only some know the answer
Is it in vain they know not
Only some know the answer
The answer inside the soul **Chorus**
To care and to love
Not to watch and not do
To care be in love
Care for what you can **chorus**
Be one wonder

be one wonder
With your love
Be one wonder
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To be true

Be one heart
Left to love
Be one heart
Find your calm waters to swim

Take these hands
That I may hold
Take this heart
That loves you so
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POEM 7
Study the small things in grace
Study the big things in life
I am small my your side
Without your loving care
Believe it or not the world can be beautiful
Through the hard times we may be educated
And through the good times we have enjoyment
Still to stay in tune someway we need to follow
As we flow in the passion of living a good life
Time moves forward to a state of harmony
For this we can only hope in the degree of now
Thoughts may take you to a place
But it is not for nothing that we are learning
Always there is greater and lesser things to know
Be yourself teaching is the road you are on
Sharing you will get further down the road map of time
Life is the gift as dinking water on a hot day it must be

Sam Green 16.04.2021
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POEM 8
Bell of st michael

Oh the bell of st michael
Can led a man to drink
But take my memory away

Still bus men ride on motor bikes
Still women smile in sunrise
St michael is in our heart
Like a French man in the night

High above shines the stars and moon light
And the streets are empty for love
I can see the dancing woman
By the curtains of tomorrow

Driving lights beam out
Everyone is searching for something
All I have is my open window
Hey do you need a lift

De gail knew someone
But he was not letting on
So many people here
Why be single when you can love
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Love is just the order of the day
Hoping for a piece of the action
Film crew filming on time
The French man has his way

Night are few because I sleep
In the bank of the river
Under the bridge of crossing
I hear the sane river flow
Bell value
Bell ring out
In the night
Telling us
It has its freedom

Peace in the land
All walk together
All feel and know
The journey has been long

Children sing
There songs of love

For love is greater to know
In love with the times that are
Changing hearts take there place
In the order of now
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Everyone does what they must
Living loving and doing there thing
Freedom calls out join us
Live in health live in peace live in happiness
Live in harmony belong to life and life only
Bones of fire

Come sit down near
We are singing in time
With a warm drink or two
Warm your bones by the fire

Its easy to see what you see
If the words all come true as the moon
And the flowers grew up high
Like doors of the fire beam

The fire is in you
As the fire is in me
As ancient worries
Need there light

Lights can take you to a dream
For you dream this or thar
Warm you bones by the fire
Or try to take a blanket
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When I was a lot younger
I heard the voice singing
Keeping the night in tune
To the full yellow moon
Bridges of rest

Come let us dance
To the movement of now
Friends dance in time
Come closer come closer

Dance to the sounds
Of the musicians
Keeping time for you
Dance to the sounds

Love can change the world
If love be the fire of your heart
You can feel the truth
That love should be for all

Come dance come dance

Venus leds peace on earth
We grow at the speed of light
Our songs strengthen all
In the dark we find light
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Come dance come dance
One day we will all get to heaven
Till that day lets make a heaven on earth
We got the knowledge and know how
To make a better place for all

So make a slice of heaven for the human race
So make a slice of heaven not a discrace ( twice both )

If not when just now all we need is a road map
So lead us to trade with the stars and world
Above and be on to belong a heaven on earth
One step at a time in the right of passage **Chorus**

Care to do your best and the best will come your way
Everyone has floors the trick is to see eye to eye
The kingdom of life should be for everyone
As everyone needs there harmony to live in peace**Chorus**

I am just one voice singing out to be heard
Change must come as the raise of each day
I can see it in the wind rain and time
We must all care for this our world **Chorus**

Sam Green 9.2020
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POEM 9
Could life be that which the drum beats
Or the dancing dust of the night
Still be the heart the beats in to the dark
Lost in the ocean of reflection
Yet the moon comes open in the sky
In the maze of it I am still not thinking
It may be cod meat tables keep the cold at bay
Am I found in the midst of unknowing
To the tunes of kind people their is hope
Others may turn to find that road
But there are many who walk the talk
See the peoples of worrying ways
Eat there dinner never missing a laugh
Who has no trousers in the gale
Less we see the less we worry
Its my song sing now
Lost in it all

Sam Green
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POEM 10
Cross bridge

Like I never seen this before
A castle before the sky
A cross bridge left open wide
How can it be freedom on a tree side

Mountain’s rivers and valleys
All finding peace of mind
Closing faces of empty lives
The tree whispers talk out loud

In my dreams I try to stand
Why should I brake down
The weather will change
It always did this

Granted there is one love
Uniting us all as one
For it may be a heart beat
Or a wave that is a solution
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POEM 11
Crop soup

I love to walk in the fields
See the fruits of my labour
The harvest and seeds of yesteryear
Bringing back each time

I walk with a head high
As the visions of old
I know I am chosen
To work this my land
My brothers come join me
I know as if my father could see
As his father before
Its my land I work join me
Who says what life would be with hard work
To feel the earth in our hands
And the flowers of our harvest
It’s the land I make better
See the fields are ripe
With green and gold
See the mountains are at peace
The rivers are clean

Nature has its way of giving back
Nature has its way of giving back
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POEM 11
Cry wolves

You cry wolf, you cry wolf
The old man knows
Who can hear you
You lie, you lie, why

Don’t you ever know
The best is the heart beat
The chaos of the night
You lie, you lie, why

The dawn light sets you free
If a wolf goes in a house
Tell goldie locks its 3 bears
Freedom is freedom to think

I can not say what has been
Time is an isolation passing bye
Watching rivers flow quickly
With only the piece of mind left
Dancing skies of hope
Tomorrow we dance in the sunshine
We drink in the open fields
Where children can play
Where all can walk free
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POEM 12
My heart is of knowing you
I am here just to live
So let its live together
The reason is the reason not alone
My heart is for you
Our love is a gift
To express what we feel
I love you this much is true
I lift a ear to the music
And sing my song for you my love
All I have is open field
And the mountains of our love
Does the price of living go up?
All we must do is to breathe in deep
As we dance to the beat of the crowds
We can find beautiful one in the small things
A bee a rose a bird a garden
Heaven knows small things mean so much
I cannot look around corner
But why should I not stand and look
Once the world was flat as on a map
The earth stood still with the moon and sun
All was as all will be again
The splitting of the seas the building of great mountains
The hearing in the dark
Still the heart beat on Still the heart beats on
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POEM 13
Dove Wings

Listen to the bass strings
The heart string of now
Playing softly, softly, softly
Up and down the scales

The keyboard has a beat too
As my love for you
Cry me no tear
I see the music written here

We grove, keeping time
My musical friends and me
The song will come later
Later in my dreams

Let sing a few words of praise
For mister heartfelt and his band
Singing nothing that I hear
The voice carries well
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POEM 14
Drum stick

It’s a sad song
That the drum stick
Doesn’t mark the right time
Only together left in hope

Still the beating stick
Is all I know now
On the march from left to right
And the singer sings his song

Its been for a laugh
That the way to win a heart
Is to find a place that marches on
Somewhere we all belong

Open up the heart to feel
To the feelings of the passing
Where the passage is a right
To find in the hearts of all
Dust and might

We have all an uncertainty
No body thinks to know the truth
Are we blinded or don’t care
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The road takes so long

Dust and might have there way
Good times dance by the light of the full moon
Dust and might have there way
In silence there is more dust and might

To hungry to eat the poetion left
You know we have too dance
My number your number
Still let’s exchange photos

Mine is left before the parting
Drowning in of the still nights
Before an open fire light burning
Everything in moderation
Everything in balance
Everything of knowing
Everything of understanding

Everything in
But with out love
What is left

Just another flower or weed growing
Just another fish swimming
Just another sea to cross
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Just another hope of

Just another drop of rain
In the river bending free
In hope and dreams

Still waters run deep
As leaves on the ground
Blowing in the breathe of the wind
On grounds of loving potatoes

Sam Green 28.05/.09
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POEM 15
Fire high

Fire high burning through
The corn fields are in fire
Who is going to the harvest
Who is going out to the fields

Fire high, fire high
Deep in my soul
Fire high, fire high
Deep in my soul

And what is after the fire
Do we have to start again
And what is after the fire
Do we rub the ashes on our chests **Chorus**

Only some know the answer
Is it in vain they know not
Only some know the answer
The answer inside the soul **Chorus**

To care and to love
Not to watch and not do
To care be in love
Care for what you can **Chorus**
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Flower garden road

Down flower garden road
All is well as can be
It’s a picture of perfection
Down flower garden road

In all, all has its feeling
Why do so many things go wrong?
Flowers don’t last forever
In all, all has its feeling **Chorus**
So many times we work so hard
With little left to say
All has merit in this world
May the good times be as good **Chorus**

From the distance to close up
Seeing is believing
I have it in this heart to sing
Don’t ever be alone **Chorus**
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POEM 16
Fuck it fuck it fuck it
Let me know the truth
Fuck it fuck it fuck it
This world is to far gone

Fuck it fuck it fuck it
The place is full of lies
Tell me what you know
Hear the bull-shit coming clean

Fuck it fuck it fuck it
Leave the bull shit far behind
The papers tell you this
Will we know the truth

The lying cunts will tell you
The cramp comes from there rears
Every bodies stealing
There is nothing left to say

Fuck it fuck it fuck it
Lent us just walk away
Fuck it fuck it fuck it
Bloody lying cunts
G file for Winner
Gee wiz I got the feeling
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POEM 17
Deep in my heart
I can not complain
I am still a live living

Gee wiz I should dance
All around others are doing that
Dancing on the dance floor
Dancing on the dance floor

Lost in the day of night
A night which is ours
Words only say whatever
Words are just too few

Give me life as you do
Give me life and I will give it to you
Words are few
Lost on the dance floor
Get a real job

Get a real job
That’s what they tell me
Bend your back out
And say I am working

To make my way
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All people do
It’s a waiste of time
Get a real job

But I need them
So call me a friend
Get a real job
Long hours for nothing

Is always the way
The fruits are outside
On the vine trees
Growing out in the trees
So please tell me
That is my advice
Get a real job
Once you pay ther bills
Get a real job
And put your back in it
Everyone who knows
Knows something
Get a real job
Keep the love alive
Work for me
Get a real job
Is all I have to say
Get a real job
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POEM 18
Heaven sent the rain

I wonder where it comes from
The clouds are rolling in
I feel I have done enough
Rain clouds and my heart is blue

Heaven sent the rain
So we can wash and clear
These clouds roll in
Heaven sent the rain

Its clearing its another day
All things can come and go
Still love must keep us
In the heart and soul

So much of the learning
So much of the hear and now
So much not in darkness
Still life gives us hope

Here in the base of my soul
Is the mind to dance to the beat
Catch the tune to write the wrong
As I look deep in 6the moon
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Brothers and sisters we are at one
Finding our way through the mist
As love is the answer to most problems
Sow the seeds in time
To grow fresh food to grow in health
To clear water
To have a simple life of give and take
To sing the songs I sing
And live my life in peace
Peace will come in harmony
Just needs to long for it
And build a better world
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POEM 19
House of dolls

In the house of dolls
Paintings and art o facts
There is room for you
And room to dance

House of dolls
House of dolls
Who can complain
House of dolls

Life can be easy
To stay in the garden
With a tree outback
Life can be easy

A picture in a hallway
A view of deep blue mountain
A song or two to easy theway
A photo in the hall
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POEM 20
I am in love with my friends at google
With my friends at Facebook too
Twitter tells me how about the wisdom of life
In linked tells the inside of how one should be
After all Instagram knows where I am
Lost in the social media there is enough to go round
Surfing has its down fall with not enough time to think
Passions of the moments in reflection to ourselves
All we know and all we are seeing is the call to keep sense
After all if we use our time in forward thinking
There is nothing much to do but talk to one another
Looking through the glass onion but why
Fruits in the gardens of our time
Fruits in the labour of love
Cast you fishing rod in the waters
There is still time to go
Oh the young what will they teacher us
The inns and outs of living ones lunch time brake
Back to word, work hard my friend with the nose to the grind stone
Work hard save the rest for now
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POEM 21
If he is good, he will be busy if not why go
Each one has their gift, be it a gift of life
It keeps the wheels turning and in tune
If one works from the heart and enjoys what they do
The gift of life can be sweet
Nature has a way of giving to one’s world
The earth sky and in between
We live life the best we can
To please someone to please the soul
We are a world grow together
My gift is what I share
My gift is what you pay me
That I can make a honest living
With these hands busy
With these hands there is much to do
Join me make a better world
Join me make it better
Sam Green 11.2020
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POEM 22
If love is the answer
We can never have enough
Of good times and less worries
Time moves how it moves
WE build each day from where we are
It’s a new time if you want it
Where babies do not cry so much
In these times where things come
Dial for love and stay in tune
Its still a beautiful world
For each and the citizens of the world
For the citizens of the world
Each and everyone
For love is the answer

Sam Green 11.2020
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POEM 23
If not now when
The hills should be alive with nature
Singing playing in nature’s way
As we are all part of this world
Can we make a better world
That all have all they need
Food work and resting in the hands of love
Music play a big part to grow the soul
To find peace with in this world live
Care for the child with in nature for love
May it grow may it grow
Make it a beautiful world
Or at less a heaven on earth
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POEM 24
If only I could do
How I feel today
This world still turning
There is nothing more to say
The ways of life can be hard
The ways of life can be sweet
Like singing in the dark
With a spot light in my eyes
May be it not for want of trying
Tasting the sounds of now
Life can be a struggle
Life should be good
Sharing each moment in laughter
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And laughing at the clouds

POEM 25
Perfect
I found a love for me
Darling, just dive right in and follow my lead
Well, I found a girl, beautiful and sweet
Oh, I never knew you were the someone waiting for me
'Cause we were just kids when we fell in love
Not knowing what it was
I will not give you up this time
But darling, just kiss me slow
Your heart is all I own
And in your eyes you're holding mine
Baby, I'm dancing in the dark
With you between my arms
Barefoot on the grass
Listening to our favourite song
When you said you looked a mess
I whispered underneath my breath
But you heard it,
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Darling, you look perfect tonight
Well, I found a woman, stronger than anyone I know
She shares my dreams, I hope that someday I'll share her home
I found a love to carry more than just my secrets
To carry love, to carry children of our own
We are still kids but we're so in love
Fighting against all odds
I know we'll be alright this time
Darling, just hold my hand
Be my girl, I'll be your man
I see my future in your eyes
Baby, I'm dancing in the dark
With you between my arms
Barefoot on the grass
Listening to our favourite song
When I saw you in that dress
Looking so beautiful
I don't deserve this
Darling, you look perfect tonight
No, no, no
Baby, I'm dancing in the dark
With you between my arms
Barefoot on the grass
Listening to our favourite song
I have faith in what I see
Now I know I have met an angel in person
And she looks perfect
I don't deserve this
You look perfect tonight
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POEM 26
If you want something done ask someone who know
If he is good, he will be busy if not why go
Each one has their gift, be it a gift of life
It keeps the wheels turning and in tune
If one works from the heart and enjoys what they do
The gift of life can be sweet
Nature has a way of giving to one’s world
The earth sky and in between
We live life the best we can
To please someone to please the soul
We are a world grow together
My gift is what I share
My gift is what you pay me
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That I can make a honest living
With these hands busy
With these hands there is much to do
Join me make a better world
Join me make it better

Sam Green 11.2020
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POEM 29

In this world friendship is the key
But what is real is to touch the heart
And learn the soul to grow
So with much reading and writing
You may touch a heart or two
Have faith in the big and small
Have faith this world is mostly good
as we are all children playing
the street of time grow
to dance and sing if its our time
clean this world that all may live
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in a peaceful life, life is for living
the road may be hard and long
look into your inner light

Sam Green 01.05.2021

POEM 30
It can be a struggle if we look deep within
So much is never lost in the books of time
The breathing in the breathing out
Still we have to live as we share the time of day
Troubles of growing can grow on the mind
Who matter, we all matter as a part of a community
Who we read in fiction or fact is not the problem
The problem is to fine some type of balance
Throw a coin by way and I may invest in more books
Throw a coin my way I may sing until the sun rise
Sitting alone I may watch the tides rolling in and out
Still deep is the dark that I can not see
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But why? Am I lost in the system that gives some much
Garden your time said the warning from deep inside

Sam Green 2/21

POEM 31
Leave me in the noon

Leave me in the noon
Let me find my own way
Let me find what I need
More than words and hear say

The doctor was right
When he said I should not worry
Even though worry is my middle name
I find where I belong
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Stay with me if you can
Take this heart that wants to live
So stay with me in your heart
I do not want to be alone

All l have is the here and now
And all I know is your love
Your love is the best I found
So sing that song for me
Listen to your heart beat in a song
Catch the dawn of time in that tune
Find the belonging to find your path
In the fields of time and space
Let the children play their games
Of finding love of growing strong
Strength is in the heart that is pure
Love is a bond that we all must share
Deep is the garden that grows in the now
Watering the body and soul to see
We are all the same in nature
We live now as the heart beats
Climbing the wheels of
In search of
The quest is all the same
Live in peace and harmony
Find common ground in hope
There will be answers
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Once the world was still
Still nature had its way
Lovers would sing in tune
Fish would swim in happiness
Clouds would row in and out of view
Now days I sit in my room
Making love to the words I write
Right or wrong there is no wrong
Left to the heart beat of now
Its going soon to be a good new year
One of hope and joy
That is all I can wish you
Watch over your health
Watch over your loved ones
There is hope in this new year
Season of wishing time heals all
Flowers grow children gain strength
Doves still fly in dreams of tomorrow

Sam Green 12.2020
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POEM 32
The doorway of time
Is through the channel of now
We are building our world
For the betterment of all
Raise your voice and speak
Learn to grow together
Keep the children and people
That is all we can ask
We need to work with open expression
We all need to learn at our own pace
We do and so we should
Raise you voice and be heard
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The social media is great
You can say what you want
But be open to the way of the world
Learn and grow

Sam Green 10.2020
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POEM 33
See the waters part in jet ski
Watch the whales sing in the waters
Listen to the ways of nature calling out
Its our world and you live here too
The whole world is open on your television
The whole world is open on your iphone
It can be a friendly world if you give it a chance
Pure waters should flow
Clear air should blow
Time to control our world
Summer winter spring or fall
We will not fall if we give it a chance
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As for me I just dance with words
Words in all words
Express yourself, now is the time
Breathe in find your space
Flow but thing, its our world

Sam Green 10/2020

POEM 34
Really love has meaning
Between the sounds of hello and good bye
The human condition is such that we grow
Be it that we grow in peaceful ways
To educate the young the old
And those trying not to be lost
It’s a big city with so many stories
Still the radio programs run on
I am in tuned with Boston
I am in tuned with Melbourne town
By the bay by the water under the sky
Freedom is the song in the heart
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Stand lift the voice so all can hear
Freedom the right to sing together

POEM 35

Really the winds of change are blowing
We pick up the streams of thought
Only to find our state of mind through it
Yes I am listening to my back pages
The sun has risen in the back mind
The score of crowds washing their minds
From the verse or two inside my head
May I say its not all black and colour
Or white and pink to the elephants
In the room of placement where I sleep
Slept in the blanket that covers me
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Lost in today tomorrow will come on time
There is hope keep smiling and say sweet nothing
It will so pass as the lights, it will pass
Take it for more then a moment
We are on this planet and the sun is shining
Just a moment, just a moment
Another comes in its passing, another word

Sam Green 3.04.2021

POEM 36
So the world around is growing
The garden is all most at my door
Once I thought of chop sticks
As long as I can use the kitchen floor
All in all the world is changing
We know so little but so much more
The tides of the sea are rising
Storms go out to far of land
Weather wise we need to open our eyes
We learn to fit in the crowd
Yet the winds of time do carry
Heaven knows not quite why
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Planes hear the wheels turn after landing
Produce is delivered right on time
Children sleep with their eye shut
It’s a fast world it’s a slow world
All need human rights

Sam Green 12.2020

POEM 37
Sometimes just being frank
Is all that one needs
Catching the singing mind
The tunes one expresses
Seems like knows natures drift
The heart is left behind
Trying to catch up with itself
Crushing to the solar winds
Like mountains covered in snow
But here I am on the other side
Summer is coming along
Days of walk in the sunlight
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Sleep on a tower
Towering over a washing wave
Drinking around a bar ber que
Listening to the races
Winning on a lotto
The fact spring in the air
Love is kind to most
Most see my review
In the water, waters are just fine
In the water, time to check my dial

Sam Green 11.2020
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POEM 38
Standing in line
At the soup kitchen
Standing in line
Going to get my own in time

All that i know
Once I could pay for some
Now its free
Free as my life
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There is billy Joel
There is old Josefine
They have been here
For an hour or two **Chorus**
I talk to you
I tell you how I feel
Don’t tell me your problem
We all the same

The rock within
We all need each others company
So don’t push your way
We get there on time **Chorus**

The world around is change like a hammer
The world around tries to passive
The world around says we will be around
The world around says the problem is inside

Somehow we try to find our feet
Some are employed to the beat
The world is changing as it does
The world we never have enough **Chorus**

Sam green 9.2020
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POEM 40
Sticks and stones may break some bones
Hello and insight may not be the same
You leave your name at the door
Why should I care not to be alone

Sticks and stones may break some bones
Was the world always insane
Play your game find the key
For the way is to be friendly
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Open your ears open your eyes
Look at the two way mirrors
Stand for love live for life
For the walls time may echo

I try my best to be at peace
I try my best not to look to deep
I have travelled to the here and now
The papers don’t say nothing

If I find my way I will know in time
I be walking home in putting down
Still I don’t know what I found
Sticks and stones may carry

Sam green 9.2020
POEM 41
The inns and outs of life can be sweet
Does anyone know their true worth
Is it love or life that finds us here
Writing the wrong of words in motion
Thinking the thoughts that land on a page
Saying nothing but the feeling of life
For all can see and hear
Without love there is nothing
We need love on our simple world
Tomorrow will come in time
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Yesterday I grew up alone
Today there is hope
One day at the speed of light
Live comes, love grows
But why
We children of our world
Grow strong with passion love and life

Sam Green 9/2020

POEM 42
The inns and outs of life can be sweet
Does anyone know their true worth
Is it love or life that finds us here
Writing the wrong of words in motion

Thinking the thoughts that land on a page
Saying nothing but the feeling of life
For all can see and all can hear
Without love there is nothing left to complain
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We need love on our simple world
Tomorrow will come in time
Yesterday I grew up alone
Today there is hope in my heart for you

One day at the speed of light
Live comes, love grows
But why as we are here
We the children of this world

Growing strong with passion love and life
Live your life the best you can
You don’t need to take my advice
Live your life the best you can

Sam Green 9/2020
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POEM 43
The light of the moon
Has its draw
Like blown sands if time
We find it all between the lines
For what i8s love just an empty ocean
If not found
Starlight’s open fields of thought
I am never alone with my mind as company
Make a friend to who you are
A wheel in the system of life
Made for pleasure and reflection
Its not such a mad world
Everything goes it way
As the moon sun and star light of time
Learn to live within your shell
And outwoulds to a better world

The waking of the time before the sun does rise
Where the new day of the light comes in
Washing the dirty from the night before
As the light behind its shining through the hill’s rise
is where I live l live again not as a day before

Love can, can l say so much as to share
Coming now what is it we all need advice
Before you there was an empty skies
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With you as joy as living love we are

Everyone should live life in happiness
Just be thankful for each moment
The tune of the winter spring
Finding the light within us all

Should my love tell you to listen more
The sound in street market there is a call
Only once the word past my lips
Sharing the notes that called

Oh tell me the hell has past you
And You are not alone
Live your life as just you can
Be easy but defend yourself

You the child of universe
Universal healing love and desire
With out the boundary of each wall
If you can walk through walls then

Sam Green 20160608..4.03.pm
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POEM 44

The whole story starts at the beginning
As was the birth of the solar system
In the inner universe of being
All ways was all ways will be is now
Life is more than living in time
I must not understand everything
As long as I can laugh dance and sing
To watch the river of nature flow
The mountains have their stories
In time the heart grows to see
A better world is coming
A better time will soon be
A better world is coming
Coming build life and the future

Sam Green 27.03.2021
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A collection of songs and writings released by the artist Sam Green and the Time
Machine, of which some of the songs have the musical chords as well. In this
world there is always time for good song to share in voice. Other books are here
on kindle as well. The writings are written in the sands of time. To sing and be
taught for all ages. Sam has been writing songs from a young age. His words have
travelled as his recording and video films. How we knows there is wisdom in the
songs that he sings. Once described as the beautiful saunas of an old toad by a
run stream of water. So, relax, read, and take in and share these songs of beauty.
Where it be a group of friends, a class of learning or just to understand what the
words say. A gift to the world. We are all children of this world and universe.
Enjoy, enjoy.

Sam was once called the Jolly Green Giant in the
schools’ yards while growing because he sang his
way out of problems. Sam Green like many Singer
Songwriters learnt the hard way through the reality
of life and survived it all to be the artist he is.
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